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“Artistic process: from the sketch to the draft to the work”
Luigi Pareyson

Abstract

“Dialogue on Man” is the title of my PhD dissertation. It consists of two works, 
size 100x490 cm – photographs reproduced using digital printing technique. The 
subject of my work is a human being, his nature, basic needs, and the ones artifi-
cially generated by the modern world market.
 I present this subject by applying opposite artistic means of expression. I com-
pare figurative and abstract forms. A table, analyzed in two different ways, is a 
common element in both compositions. The way of exposition is an important 
element. Already at the conceptual stage I took into consideration the positioning 
of the works in space creating a parallel arrangement. On the left is the figurati-
ve part corresponding with the abstract one – on the right. The kind of lighting, 
which should underline the character of photographs and intensify metaphysical 
feelings, is also important for the whole presentation.
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Introduction

The text below concerns the work that consists of two elements and the process 
of achieving their final appearance.
The creative process proceeded dynamically – it was preceded by a thorough anal-
ysis, the scenario of activities, and concept sketches. The work I present consists 
of two elements – “Strona A” [Side A] and “Strona [Side] B”.
During the implementation of the above mentioned plan, its assumptions were 
being verified. The applied corrections resulted from the limitations of the medi-
um and from the lack of proper, isolated space.
The first photographic compositional sketches of “Stół” [The Table] started in 2017 
and  initiated the impulse for the work “ Dialogue – on Man”, 
In the same year I finished work on a series “Sen o Ameryce”[Dream about Ameri-
ca ] presented at the exhibition in Centrum Spotkań Kultur (Center for the Meet-
ing of Cultures ) in Lublin. It was the exhibition that started my doctoral disser-
tation process. The photographs were based on the previous four series titled 

“Semi Naturalny”[Semi Natural], which were presented in Akademickie Centrum 
Kultury UMCS(Academic Center for Culture MCSU) and Muzeum Miasta Lublin 
- Brama Krakowska (Museum of the City of Lublin – Krakowska Gate]) in 2017.
A characteristic feature of my creative activity is the simultaneous work on many 
series of photographs differing in assumptions and subject matters. 
I intentionally look for some meanings which, a result, become an impulse for un-
dertaking new creative experiments. The series “Semi Naturalny were a successful 
attempt to deal with the landscape theme; their characteristic feature was formal   
minimalism.  In “Sen o Ameryce” I strove to present the climate of America found 
in Polish reality. The main assumption of the work was to create illusion through 
the manipulation of images and sound. The photographs were to invoke in a spec-
tator the feeling that they were taken in America.
In 2017 the series “Semi Syntetyczny – Stan Zero” [Semi Synthetic- State Zero] 
and “Po Formie [Shapeless]” were also produced. They were presented at the ex-
hibition “Na papierze bez granic” [On  paper without borders]  in Wojewódzka 
Biblioteka im. H. Łopocińskiego [Hieronim Łopaciński Lublin Provincial Library] 
(2019), and three works from the series “Po Formie” in South Korea in Seoul 
(2019). The series differ completely from each other in every respect,  the only 
thing in common being the tool – the camera.
The leitmotiv of the work “Dialog – o Człowieku [Dialog- On Man]” is the contrast 
of the two parts “Strona A” and “Strona B” . We notice the antinomy of the concept 
assumptions – the figurative and the abstract thought. “Strona A” is perceived as a 
composition which is an echo of classical, non-abstract  painting, whereas “Strona 
B” evokes associations connected with abstractionism. The table is an element 
which joins both parts. Both Sides present opposing attitudes; nevertheless, jux-
taposed together they conduct a conversation. Dialogue means finding a common 
ground which is the end in itself.

Side (Strona) A 

Side (Strona) A is a photograph in which you can observe references to the Dutch 
painting of 17th century and to Leonardo da Vinci’s picture “The Last Supper”. The 
main element is the table I have placed in indefinite space. I decided to introduce 
a hidden narration which may be deciphered through items with symbolic mean-
ing. I consciously emphasized some parts of the picture and selected props that 
are presented on the photograph. Some parts of the picture are more highlight-
ed than the other. It is an artistic device resulting from the analysis of symbols 
used in everyday reality, often used in art, especially in the Baroque period. The 
combination of fruits, bread, goblets with toys and mobile items is the result of a 
planned operation. During my work I used mathematical divisions of the compo-
sition, examined distribution of light on the objects and its nuances, and analyzed 
the way of constructing the narration.
An extremely important element that builds the mood of the photograph is the 
symbol - a carrier of information enabling me to present some ideas and mean-
ings. The objects – symbols juxtaposed together form a specific poetics, inviting 
the receiver to discover new meanings. They create a message whose aim is to 
activate the mental processes of the receiver. I think that the symbols are an 
important medium both in art and in everyday life. Some of them are difficult 
to unambiguously interpret, others may facilitate interpersonal communication. 
The rationalization of the world, its multiculturalism, influence the  meaning of 
the symbol, changing its primary character. I intentionally introduced symbolism 
into photographs, thus creating a metaphorical, mystical climate.
This thought is well illustrated by Gehart Waher who writes that secret seducers in 
today’s commercial advertising who can use expressive images deprive of freedom 
the unaware and externally manipulated receiver. By manipulating the symbols 
they cause the receiver to feel more and more needs. 1   
An important idea that accompanied me while creating “Strona A” was the need 
to grasp in the frame the monumentality of the presentation which was to high-
light its spiritual character. The elements which build the composition undergo 
transformations, change in time in the process of deterioration, putrescence, des-
iccation, and gather dust. They permeate one another forming new references. 
The fluidity of their meanings and the way we perceive the world is presented in a 
quivering arrangement of shapes. A supporting hero is time, which directly influ-
ences the narration of the presentation. The supper presented on the photograph 
is a reference to the present consumerism, variability of the world, its changes 
and decay. The overlapping and merging of elements make it difficult to precisely 
find them: consequently, the public (receivers)  need more time to decipher them.

1  Introduction to Leksykon symboli; Prof. Dr Hans Biedermann. Muza SA, Warszawa 2001.
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Side (Strona) B

Strona [Side] B is an arrangement dominated by an empty table, completed with 
an arrangement of lines and points. The abstractness of the composition is osten-
sible because there is a message here written in the Morse alphabet. The form of 
the table was limited to a minimum, it evolved into planes whose matter became 
indeterminate. It changes its state depending on the distance it is watched from. 
In “Strona [Side] A” the table and the drapery are heavy and monolithic, they 
constitute a kind of foundation, a basis on which the process of dynamic changes 
takes place.  In contrast “Strona B” is ephemeral, changeable, light, in constant 
motion and vibrations. The stable part, and without movement, of “Strona B” is 
an arrangement of straight, diagonal lines and dots. It is a visual notation of the 
Morse alphabet. The use of this system of information was dictated by its simpli-
fied, and at the same time abstract, form. The ideas lack a real element. According 
to Pice, if we regard that the meaning arises in the psyche of the addressee, it 
means that everybody may decode a given sign in an individual way:
 “…the sign as a universal phenomenon, embracing both thought and all expe-
rience of the external world, renders its relationship with the object precisely 
through meaning. Meaning, therefore, reveals a difficult-to-explain relationship 
between interpretation and meaning. It reveals the relationship through a num-
ber of interpretations. In a distinction between interpretation and meaning, it is 
meaning that determines interpretation rather than the other way round.  How-
ever, there is no other way of revealing meaning but through interpretation. This 
interrelationship is contained in the structure of the sign…”2

According to another theory, meaning exists outside the psyche of the receiver. 
i.e. it is the same what a sign is – a representation of an object or its replacement. 
The context in which the sign is used is important. There may appear a form of a 
complex message or conversely – a semantic dissonance which is also a form of 
message. Psychological theory of deciphering  a sign takes account of the fact that 
each receiver  may absorb it in an individual way.
Such an attitude to a sign and meaning is a relativistic one. In my work I com-
pletely gave up using a sign of letter signs, having chosen the Morse alphabet. The 
use of this code caused the word to be no longer a dominant feature, knowledge 
being necessary to decode the notation. The words coded in the Morse notation 
refer to the essence of the human being and the world in which s/he lives. The 
contemporary values, ideas, are “coded” or used in a way that loses their original 
sense. They become difficult to understand, indecipherable. In the chaos of the 
modern world, man may feel lost, and without clear principles s/he finds it diffi-
cult to exist. Therefore, an internally conflicted and weak human being forms the 
disorientated and destructive society. The message hidden in the Morse code is 
the lyrics from the piece “Człowiek”[Man] from the 1990 album of the Dezerter 
[Deserter] band “Wszyscy przeciwko wszystkim”[Everyone against Everybody] 

2  Janina Buczkowska, Uwagi o znaczeniu znaku, Studia Philosophiae Christianae 20/2, 191-187

Człoiek jest miłością   [Man is love
Miłość jest nienawiścią [Love is hate]
Nienawiść jest wojną  [Hate is war]
Wojna jest pokojem [War is peace]

Pokój jest poddaństwe  [Peace is serfdom]
Poddaństwo jest władza  [Serfdom is power]
Władza jest niewolnictwem [Power is slavery]
Niewolnictwo jest wrzaskiem [Slavery is a scream]

Wrzask jest cisza  [Scream is silence]
Cisza jest próżnią [Silence is emptiness]
Próżnia jest pełnią [Emptiness is completeness]
Pełnia jest masa [Completeness is mass]
Masa jest człowiekiem [Mass is man]

Lyrics from “Człowiek”[Man] from the 1990 album of the Dezerter [Deserter] band “Wszyscy prze-

ciwko wszystkim”[Everyone against Everybody]
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Exposition 

“Side A” and “Side B” were formed on the basis of contrast. In “Side A”  the stable 
presentation of immobile drapery is collocated with a dynamic composition of 
the element over it. In “Side B” the solution is reverse: the drapery is moveable, 
changeable and the text  hidden in an arrangement of lines and dashes is stable.
In “Side A” the props on the table form the narration through metaphors, hidden 
symbols, and signs. Relations occur here whose deciphering depends on the ad-
dressee. To understand this message, one should release emotions. The process 
of creating the work was largely planned while it was partly based on intuitive, 
subconscious activity.

“Side B” was formed as a thought-out arrangement whose each stage was orient-
ed towards building a formal contrast in relation to “Side A”. This assumption 
was formulated already at the stage of theoretical sketch. The choice of means of 
recording the picture and photographed materials brought me to the previously 
planned result.
Paradoxical logic in Western thought has its earliest philosophical representation 
in Heraclitus’ philosophy. It assumes the conflict between opposites is the basis 
of all existence. “They do not understand “, he says, “that he all-One, conflicting 
in itself, is identical with itself: conflicting harmony as in the bow and in the lyre”. 
Or still more clearly “We go into the same river, and yet not in the same; it is we 
and it is not we” or “One and the same manifests itself in things as living and dead, 
waking and sleeping, young and old.”3

The philosophy of Lao Tzu expresses the same thought in a more poetic form. It 
states “gravity is the root of lightness, stillness, the ruler of movement” Or “The 
Tao in its regular course does nothing (for the sake of doing it), and so there is 
nothing which it does not do”.
The use of opposite meanings is deliberate because the dialogue is based on the 
presentation of different visions and world views. However, each discussion 
should have a common ground for agreement

3 Erich Fromm, „OSztuce miłości” [About Art. Of Love], Dom Wydawniczy Rebis, Poznań 2016, p.79

The Tools

Why have I chosen a camera as a tool?
  According to Andy Warhol it is very simple. I press a button and everything is 
ready. A different attitude is presented by Ansel Adams4 who brought the pho-
tograph technique to a very high technical level. This allowed him to perceive 
photos as final prints even before the moment of releasing the shutter. For me 
a camera is a very simple tool but, at the same time, very demanding. The diffi-
culty consists in creating images from existing ready-made elements. We cannot 
create items if they are not present in front of the lens, as this is the case with 
painting. Of course we may build some objects and then photograph them. It is, 
however, the combining of various fields of arts – e.g. sculpture with photography. 
The presented on the prints  tables never physically existed as one object. The 
whole consists of many frames which I joined in a graphic programme. Applying 
various technical solutions we are able to present a photographed item in a way 
that changes its original character. According to me, we can be restrained by the  
process of recording the image, the construction of the lens, the kind of light, and 
space in which we are photographing. .
All these elements together may constitute some obstacles in a creative process. 
By changing one of the elements we lose or gain some characteristics of the im-
age. The art of photography may on the one hand be frustrating, and on the oth-
er it provides stunning formal solutions. My basic direction of artistic activity 
was to take pictures according to the earlier prepared theoretical description and 
drawings. Such an attitude limits the ability to succumb fully to the medium’s 
capacities in order to achieve a formerly planned creative result. Possibilities of 
digital notation allowed me, at the stage of of taking photographs, to form shots 
in such a way that I was able to limit time during post-production period. Image 
processing programmes and modern digital cameras complement themselves. The 
spectrum of artistic creation becomes wider. Some limitations disappear if we use 
both these media in a conscious way. As I mentioned earlier we must have control 
over a tool and do not let it direct our creative act.
Sources of light are the next tool. I decided to use mainly flashlights because they 
gave me larger creative opportunities than the constant light. Work with flashes 
allowed me to work fluently in the so-called exposure triangle: aperture, shutter 
speed ISO. In order to expose hidden elements  from dark parts of the picture I 
decided to complement the scenes with a gentle constant light. Such a solution 

4  Ansel Adams (born on February 20,1902, San Francisco, USA, died on April 22, 1984 Carmel, 

California) an American photographer who was the most important landscape photographer of the 

20th century, he was a co-founder of Centrum Fotografii Twórczej [Center for Creative Photography] 

in 1975. His artistic achievement comprises portraits, still life,, architecture, and landscapes which 

he is most famous of. Many of his most known photos were taken in the American West . including 

a large group of works taken in Yosemitr Valley. In 1932 Adams, Edward and Brett Weston, Imogen 

Cunningham, Willard Van Dyke and a group of other photographers from Bay Area founded Group 

f/64. The archive of Ansel Adams in the  Center for Creative Photography contains over 2500 small 

prints. He created a sphere system based on 11 levels of transmission from black to white. Due to this 

system he coud imagine himself wkat would be the final result of his photos.http://ccp-emuseum.cat-

net.arizona.edu/view/people/asitem/A/3?t:state:flow=d60124d8-3efa-4f13-815-836f)b8744e0   
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allowed me to lighten various parts of the picture after the main flash, smoothing 
strong contrasts. As I have mentioned, I made proper modifiers, diffusers, and 
part of constant light. Conventional , available in the market modifiers were not 
sufficient and they limited my creative process.
Light meter was the next tool necessary to implement my work. The character-
istic of work on digital files requires to make an introductory preparation of the 
material in order not to allow to appear various kinds of disturbances in  later 
processing. Of course the above mentioned artefacts can be used  underlying the 
digital origin of the work.  In my case, I cared to prepare a raw material of the 
best quality. Without using a light meter the achievement of a satisfactory level 
of photos would be difficult and time consuming. In this way, I could process the 
digital material avoiding the mistakes.. The edition in graphic programmes could 
be fluent and without randomness. 

Composition

\Composition arrangement has never existed as unity which I could grasp with 
one shot. It was necessary to make use of previously prepared sketches due to 
which subsequent photos harmonize with each other forming a thought- out ar-
rangement. I based composing on Fibonacci sequence and division of  the width 
and height of the picture into three parts.  Balancing between these two divisions 
I sought the optimal arrangement of the composition. Mathematical divisions can 
be seen in the rhythm of drapery in “Side A” . The height and the arrangement 
of elements is based on Fibonacci sequence. The upkeeping of the discipline of 
the work was able due to , constructed by me, :”screen”.  It was a frame  100x70 
cm with a glass.. On the surface of the glass I marked lines which helped me to 
compose subsequent shots in accordance with the sketches.

“Side A’ and “Side B” are close  arrangements. Such composition is balanced, static, 
and dense. It allows to stress chosen elements of the arrangement. In my case, I 
used the changes of shades of grey through its illumination to mark key places. 
Black and grey dominates in the works; white is present in very small areas. Grey 
is a noble color , a balance between black and white. It joins these two opposites. 
The change of value in the direction of black in one part of the work causes il-
lumination of neighboring key parts of the picture. Important elements in the 
composition, due to this operation, move grey towards white which is in my works 
seeming. 
Monochromaticity  excludes probability of transferring additional content 
through colors. Objects-Symbols without colors , presented only in the scale of 
grey, form a uniform matter from which I could, due to te change of tones, draw 
out only those, important for narration.
The assumptions of central and closed composition are of important and static 
character.  In order to quieten emotions in parts of folds in “Side A” I used repeti-
tions. The rhythm of vertical lines is almost monotonous. Intervals were calculat-
ed in a sketch phase. Texture of folds (drapery) is almost uniform as far as tonality 
is concerned The value of grey of this fragment of the composition is darker than 
the upper part of the arrangement on the table. This artistic move causes that 
the drape becomes heavy and monolithic. The upper, dynamic strip of the com-
position contrasts with  the foundation of the drapery.  Lack of diagonal lines 
strengthens the impression of a balance. Axial symmetry is present vertically and 
horizontally, dividing “Side A” into half. Its main element is a skull, additionally 
exposed by the light. The scale and the cage on both sides of the central element 
are also symmetrical. Then, if we look at subsequent objects i.e. a pear and a book 
we may notice that they are pushed to the edge of the table. , the skull is moved 
slightly into the depth of the composition. They are in a similar distance from the 
centre of the composition. Symmetry in this composition is not used as precisely 
as in a mirror reflection.   We may notice these departures which are intentional 
action and let me harmonize the hole and at the same time avoid banality result-
ing from mirror reflection and repetition of accents in the picture.
In “Side B” which in a form is limited to minimum in the strip of drapery are also 
vertical rhythms. They are present here in the form of darkened places. However, 
their repetitiveness is disturbed. This disturbance of harmony gives a dynamic 
form. The matter of the table is constructed from large amount of light reflections 
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which appear under different angles. Flickering matter is changeable and ephem-
eral. Both compositions are joined by a line ; the edge of the table is this line. In 

“Side A” it is more homogenous, in “Side B” changeable. The use of different type 
of light and materials to create a drapery causes diversity of this luminous line of 
the table..       .                
 

Summary

Finishing the work on this photographic set I regard it as a closed chapter in my 
artistic work. With the knowledge I gained during the work on this project and 
with quite a large number of photos of the creative process, I find among them  
some views or combinations which may become a stimulus for a new series.
The preparation of a theoretical-conceptual sketch, where I described the aims and 
the way of arriving at and verification of formal assumptions, was an interesting 
experience. Operating in accordance with the scenario allowed me to systemize 
my work, dividing it into successive stages. Each of them ended with a specific 
directive which allowed me to maintain creative discipline. The notes with various 
charts, tables and calculations allowed me to correct the next steps. In this way I 
could compare them with previous effects.
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